SHAMEFUL: Media attacks the anti-Semitic Jobbik party when it wants to make Hungary look bad—but when Jobbik joins forces with the Left to attack Orban and his center-right Fidesz, suddenly the insults stop. (They don’t care about anything but power.)

BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP) — Six Hungarian opposition parties have announced that they will unite in an effort to unseat Prime Minister Viktor Orban and his ruling Fidesz party in 2022 national elections.

The parties on Sunday formally agreed to coordinate a single joint candidate to oppose Fidesz in each of Hungary’s 106 electoral districts, and to run on a single electoral list. They will also run on a common platform and hold a primary election to select a joint prime ministerial candidate to run against Orban, who has won three consecutive elections and has led the country since 2010.

The parties are ideologically disparate and include the liberal Momentum, right-wing Jobbik and green party Dialogue. In a statement they said their cooperation would not represent a merger, but that they would put aside their differences in pursuit of what they called a “change in era.”

A right-wing coalition with Jobbik would make heads explode all over the EU and in Washington, with leftists screaming about Nazis taking over Hungary.

A left-wing coalition with Jobbik? Crickets.

David Reaboi, Late Republic Nonsense movements
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